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Abstract
The phenomenon of tinnitus masking (TM) and residual inhibition (RI) of tinnitus are two

ways to investigate how external sounds interact with tinnitus: TM provides insight on the fu-

sion between external sound activity and tinnitus related activity while RI provides insight on

how the external sound might suppress the tinnitus related activity for a period of time. Dif-

ferences inmasking level between the tinnitus and an external tone with tinnitus characteristics

(frequency, loudness) have previously shown a high level of heterogeneity. The difference in

poststimulus suppression between the two, that is, residual inhibition for the former, and for-

ward masking for the latter, has never been explored. This study aims to investigate minimum

masking levels (MMLs) and minimum residual inhibition levels (MRILs) of tinnitus and of an

external tone mimicking tinnitus while using diotic and dichotic noises. Pulsed narrowband

noises (1 octave width and centered at 1kHz, frequency of the hearing loss slope, tinnitus fre-

quency) and white noise were randomly presented to 20 tinnitus participants and 20 controls

with an external tone mimicking tinnitus (4kHz, intensity level corresponding to tinnitus loud-

ness). The MML values obtained for the masking of tinnitus and for the mimicking external

sounds were very similar. On the other hand, the MRILs were significantly different between

the tinnitus and the mimicking external sounds within tinnitus participants. They were also

different between the tinnitus participants and the controls. Overall, for both within and be-

tween comparisons, the MRIL values were much higher to produce a poststimulus suppression

for the mimicking sound than for the tinnitus. The results showed no significant differences

between the diotic and dichotic conditions. These results corroborate other findings suggesting

that the tinnitus-related neural activity is very different from the stimulus-related neural

activity. The consequences of this last finding are discussed.
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1 Introduction
Subjective tinnitus is an aberrant sensation of ringing or buzzing in the ears or the

head. It is produced by the auditory system in the absence of any external acoustical

source (Baguley et al., 2013). This phantom sensation can take various forms resem-

bling everyday sounds (Stouffer and Tyler, 1990) and the experience of tinnitus can

be quite displeasing for some (McCormack et al., 2014, 2016). Interestingly enough,

others may not feel discomfort at all, which may be the result of habituation

(Mckenna, 2004). An individual may locate tinnitus to one ear, or both, within

the head or even, occasionally, to an auditory percept that is located outside of

the head. It has been reported that many individuals may hear more than one tinnitus

sound (Basile et al., 2013; Fournier et al., 2018; Norena et al., 2002; Stouffer and

Tyler, 1990).

To this day, the mechanisms responsible for the generation of tinnitus are still

unclear. However, some authors suggest that the physiological correlate of tinnitus

is occurring before or at the cochlear nerve level, e.g. peripheral tinnitus (Guitton and

Dudai, 2007; Guitton and Puel, 2004), while others have hypothesized that tinnitus

results from the central plastic changes due to hearing loss (Eggermont and Roberts,

2004; Noreña, 2011; Noreña and Farley, 2013; Roberts and Salvi, 2019; Schaette,

2014; Schaette and McAlpine, 2011; Shore et al., 2016). It is still impossible to

differentiate tinnitus subtypes in a single patient. Also, it is not excluded that periph-

eral and central tinnitus might co-occur in the same individual. Importantly, it is

likely that tinnitus as a symptom can result from potentially many different mecha-

nisms. One of the main challenges in tinnitus research is to find some way to cate-

gorize or subtype tinnitus patients according to the tinnitus physiopathology

(Cederroth et al., 2019; Landgrebe et al., 2010; McFerran et al., 2019).

The field of psychoacoustics has been useful to estimate various tinnitus

characteristics such as the pitch and loudness of the tinnitus, and the way external

sounds can interfere with tinnitus, i.e. its maskability and residual inhibition, the

latter being a transient suppression of tinnitus following a brief loud acoustic stim-

ulation. Beyond the simple description of tinnitus perception it is believed that

the psychoacoustic characteristics of tinnitus can provide some insights into the

mechanisms of tinnitus and potentially help sub-typing patients (Fournier et al.,

2018, 2019). As early as in the 1940s and 1950s, Fowler (Fowler, 1940, 1941)

and Langenbeck (Langenbeck, 1953) showed that in some cases the tinnitus could

be masked easily, while in other cases tinnitus was hardly maskable. It was hypothe-

sized in the former group of patients that tinnitusmay originate from the inner ear, while

in the latter group tinnitus could result from aberrant activity in the acoustic nerve.
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In addition, psychoacoustic measurements have unveiled some relationship between

some tinnitus characteristics and auditory variables such as hearing loss. Indeed, in

the cases where tinnitus is accompanied by hearing loss, studies have shown a good

correlation between the perceived tinnitus pitch and the frequency band of the hearing

loss (Basile et al., 2013; H�ebert and Fournier, 2017; Norena et al., 2002; Roberts et al.,
2008; Schecklmann et al., 2012; Sereda et al., 2011). Furthermore, the measure of tin-

nitus “loudness” suggests that the intensity of tinnitus usually resides below 10dB SL

(Basile et al., 2013; Goodwin and Johnson, 1980; Hallam et al., 1985; H�ebert, 2018;
H�ebert and Fournier, 2017; Mitchell et al., 1993; Moffat et al., 2009; Tyler and

Conrad-Armes, 1984).

When researchers have tried to apply some of the best-known psychoacoustic

laws that predict our auditory perception to tinnitus, it didn’t follow any of these

rules. As such, the comparison between tinnitus and external sound perception be-

comes striking when attempting to “mask” an external tone in comparison to a tin-

nitus sensation. For example, a study by Penner et al. (1981) showed that after

prolonged acoustic stimulation, a noise masker had to be gradually increased in order

to continuously mask the tinnitus in 20 participants, while the intensity required to

mask an external tone usually remains constant. Indeed, the masking of an external

tone is generally associated to a process in which the threshold of a signal is increased

by the presence of a masker at the same frequency. This process is made by the me-

chanical interaction of the former with the latter (Oxenham and Moore, 1994; Plack

et al., 2002), whereas tinnitus-masking may only depend on central mechanisms

(Feldmann, 1983; Mitchell et al., 1993), as it is suggested for RI (Galazyuk et al.,

2017; Roberts, 2007). Furthermore, it has been reported that certain tinnitus subjects

have seen their tinnitus masked by tones of almost any frequency (Cazals and

Dauman, 1990; Dauman and Cazals, 1989; Feldmann, 1971; Mitchell, 1983;

Tyler and Conrad-Armes, 1984), whereas external sounds are much more bounded

by frequency selectivity surrounding the signal. Nevertheless, there are cases where

tinnitus cannot be masked regardless of the frequency and the intensity of the masker

(Burns, 1984; Feldmann, 1971; Fournier et al., 2018; Mitchell, 1983; Tyler and

Conrad-Armes, 1984; Vernon and Meikle, 1981) which also is in contradiction with

the psychoacoustic laws of external sound perception.

A few well-controlled experiments have been run in order to differentiate tinnitus

masking from external sound masking within the same tinnitus participants (Burns,

1984; Fournier et al., 2019; Tyler and Conrad-Armes, 1984). In these studies, differ-

ent noise maskers were used to compare the level of the masker required to mask

tinnitus in comparison to the level of the same maskers required to mask an external

sound presented at the same frequency and level as the tinnitus. These studies

showed that tinnitus is generally more easily masked than an external sound with

the same characteristics (frequency and intensity) when the frequency of the masker

is far away from the tinnitus frequency. However, when the masker frequency is cen-

tered at the tinnitus frequency, the tinnitus is generally more difficult to mask than

the external sound target (Fournier et al., 2019). In addition, noise-like tinnitus was

found to be even more difficult to mask than tone-like tinnitus for the frequency
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masker centered at the tinnitus frequency (Fournier et al., 2019). Overall, these stud-

ies have shown that the frequency selectivity of tinnitus masking is generally wider

than for the masking of an external sound. This suggests that the tinnitus related ac-

tivity might be generated in the nonlemniscal (nontonotopic) pathway or in a central

region where neurons integrate sensory inputs over a wide frequency range (Fournier

et al., 2019; Møller, 2007; Møller et al., 1992).

To further extend the knowledge on the mechanisms that might differentiate tin-

nitus from an external sound perception, we decided to explore the phenomenon of

residual inhibition. The main goal of this study was thus to investigate, in a new sys-

tematic approach, the difference in poststimulus suppression between tinnitus and an

external sound which refers to residual inhibition and forward masking, respectively.

Preliminary work on Residual Inhibition (RI), which consists of a temporary sup-

pression of the tinnitus percept after the presentation of a moderate to loud sound

stimulation, goes as far back as the early 1970s. Feldmann (1971) found that a large

number of subjects experienced a partial or total suppression of their tinnitus lasting

from seconds to minutes following the presentation of a relatively intense masker for

30s to 1min. On the other hand, forward masking occurs when a physical sound is

suppressed or reduced during a certain period of time following the interruption of a

preceding masker. If we present a relatively intense masker sound to a normal hear-

ing listener, and place the onset of a target sound at the offset of the masker, the lis-

tener will detect that the onset of the target sound is delayed in time (Meddis and

O’Mard, 2005; Oxenham, 2001). The delay will vary in time according to the differ-

ent psychophysical attributes of the masker and the target sound (Moore, 2012). This

well-known psychoacoustic phenomenon is believed to emerge from neural proper-

ties conveyed by the preceding masking sound, as neural responses show adapta-

tional properties that prevent the target sound to be decoded before the neurons in

the auditory fibers reach resting potential (Harris and Dallos, 1979; Meddis and

O’Mard, 2005; Oxenham, 2001). As the psychoacoustic laws of external sound

masking and tinnitus masking do not stand on equal ground, our foresight on the

mechanisms underlying the inhibition of tinnitus in comparison to those of external

sounds is still unclear. These two psychoacoustic phenomena commonly known as

residual inhibition for the former, and forward masking for the latter have never been

clearly distinguished in a systematic way. This was accomplished by direct compar-

ison of the MRILs of tinnitus, and of an external sound mimicking tinnitus between a

tinnitus group and a control group, as well as within a subgroup of tinnitus partici-

pants but with two different targets (tinnitus vs external sound mimicking the

tinnitus).

Moreover, we decided to insert different phase configurations in our procedure

that is dichotic (NπS0) and diotic maskers (N0S0) in order to assess differences in

MML and MRIL between them. Indeed, the binaural characteristics of our auditory

system have been investigated in the past in order to deliver “tailored” acoustic stim-

ulation to the ears of any given tinnitus patient with some success (Johnson and

Hughes, 1992; Searchfield et al., 2016; Tyler and Stouffer, 1991). Basing their ap-

proach on Binaural Masking Level Differences (BMLD), it was hypothesized that

4 Difference between residual inhibition and forward masking
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manipulating the interaural phasing of a masking sound in order match the subjective

localization of the tinnitus could improve tinnitus masking in subjects. The physio-

logic origin of binaural unmasking has yet to be discovered, but research suggests the

existence of neural units sensitive to interaural variations that may take place at a

conjecture level of the auditory nerves coming from the left and right ear. This means

that this process could be located somewhere in the brainstem (cochlear nucleus, su-

perior olivary complex), but may also take place in the midbrain (inferior colliculi or

adjacent areas), the diencephalon (medial geniculate nucleus) or the cortex. In sum-

mary, the process takes place at any central level that is able to integrate binaural

inputs, but not at the periphery, this could help differentiate peripheral from central

subtype tinnitus.

2 Methods
2.1 Participants
A study sample of 20 tinnitus participants (mean age: 54 years, ranges 24–74) called
the tinnitus group (TG) and 20 control participants (mean age: 27 years, ranges

22–46) without tinnitus called the control group (CG) were included in the study.

The study sample demographics are available in Table 1. A total of 17 tinnitus

participants had bilateral tinnitus with seven reporting a louder perception on one

side: four predominant in the right ear and three predominant in the left ear. Only

three participants reported unilateral tinnitus strictly on the left side. Ten tinnitus par-

ticipants described their tinnitus as noise-like, seven as tone-like and three reported a

mixture of pure tones and noise. The mean hearing thresholds for all standard audio-

metric frequencies of tinnitus participants and the distribution of the predominant

tinnitus pitch are illustrated in Fig. 1. The most prevalent predominant tinnitus pitch

was 8kHz (n¼12). Only control participants with normal hearing (screened at

�20dB HL across frequencies) were included in the study. In addition, exclusion

Table 1 Sociodemographics of the tinnitus group, the control group and the
tinnitus subgroup participants.

Mean
age in
years (SD)

Sex
(M/F)

Tinnitus
pitch
in Hz (SD)

Tinnitus
duration in
years (SD)

Tinnitus
loudness in
dB SL (SD)

Tinnitus group
(n ¼20)

54 (14) 14/6 7842 (1730) 3.84 (4) 10.7 (5)

Control group
(n ¼20)

27 (5) 10/10 – – –

P-value <0.001 n.s. – – –

Tinnitus subgroup
(n ¼10)

51.5 (14) 7/3 7515 (1994) 3.54 (4) 11.2 (6)

Significant P-value is in bold.
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criteria for this group included history of tinnitus or any other form of ear-related

pathology. For the tinnitus participants, the inclusion criteria included normal hear-

ing thresholds from 0.25 to 8kHz or symmetrical sensorineural hearing loss. Any

tinnitus participant with a binaural difference in hearing thresholds of >15dB HL

at two consecutive frequencies (0.25–8.0kHz) was excluded from the study. This

criterion was used to reduce possible bias in binaural processing due to asymmetrical

hearing (Hawkins and Wightman, 1980; Jerger et al., 1984). Tinnitus participants

were mainly recruited from the IMERTA clinic database (an audiological clinic spe-

cialized in tinnitus management based in Marseille, France). Other tinnitus partici-

pants were recruited by various means including social media advertisements, poster

advertisements placed in clinics and via an ad posted in the “Relais d’information en

sciences de la cognition” (https://www.risc.cnrs.fr) website. Most of the control par-

ticipants were recruited by word of mouth andweremostly students and/or university

personnel. All of the participants were informed about the aim of the study and gave

written consent (The Comit�e de Protection des Personnes Nord Ouest IV review

board approved this study: reference number: 2018 A01183 52).

2.2 Audiological assessment measures
For the tinnitus participants, the hearing thresholds (HT) were assessed monaurally,

for both ears, by presenting pure tones from 0.125 to 8kHz by half-octave steps using

the conventional clinical procedures (Harrell, 2002) using Sennheiser HDA-280 con-

nected to an Astera audiometer (Otometrics). For the control participants, a hearing

FIG. 1

Mean hearing thresholds of the tinnitus group participants for each of the standard

frequencies from 125 to 8000Hz. The error bars represent the Standard Error of the Mean

(SEM). The distribution of the predominant tinnitus pitches across all tinnitus participants is

also presented. Two participants are not part of this distribution since the predominant

pitch of their tinnitus was above 8000Hz (12,000 for both).
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screening was performed and consisted in presenting pure tones (0.125–8kHz) at
20dB HLmonaurally, in both ears, to the participants and asking whether or not they

heard the sound. Control participants passed selection criteria as long as they were

able to perceive all the sounds presented.

2.3 Psychoacoustic measures
2.3.1 Equipment
Psychoacoustic measures were performed using Sennheiser HD-600 supra-auricular

headphones connected to a Sound Blaster X-fi HDmodel SB1240 sound card. All the

psychoacoustic measurements were performed in a soundproof room. AMATLAB®

program, created in-house, allowed the experimenter to control manually all the

stimulus parameters such as the duration, the intensity level, the center frequency,

and the bandwidth of any sound presented. The experimenter controlled all the sound

presentations from outside the soundproof room and could communicate with the

participants at all times via a two-way communication system.

2.3.2 Tinnitus pitch and loudness matching
Tinnitus pitch and loudness matching were assessed only for the tinnitus group. They

were obtained for each tinnitus patient as follows: The patient was first presented

with three generated sounds, that is, white noise, narrowband noise, and pure tones.

He was then asked: “which of the three sounds resembles most your tinnitus?”. This

allowed to determine the type of tinnitus between tone-like, narrowband-like or

broadband-like. If the type of tinnitus was tone or narrowband-like, the test continued

and we tried to determine precisely the frequency of the tinnitus. To do so, the patient

was presented with a sound centered at 4kHz (NBN or pure tone) and was asked, “is

the pitch of the sound higher or lower than your tinnitus?”. According to his answer,

the experimenter either increased or decreased the pitch of the sound by half of an

octave and asked the question again. This continued until the patient reported that the

generated sound matched most with his tinnitus. The most prevalent predominant

tinnitus pitch was 8kHz (n¼12). Loudness matching was assessed by presenting

the previously best pitch-matched sound at a low but audible level (close to HT)

and gradually increasing it by 2dB steps until the patient reported that the intensity

of the sound was similar to the intensity of his tinnitus. The mean loudness matching

was of 10.7dB SL (SD¼5.2) which is consistent with tinnitus loudness values

reported in the literature (Basile et al., 2013; Fournier et al., 2019, 2018;

Goodwin and Johnson, 1980; H�ebert, 2018; H�ebert and Fournier, 2017; Mitchell

et al., 1993; Moffat et al., 2009; Tyler and Conrad-Armes, 1984).

2.3.3 Masker thresholds (MT), minimum masking levels (MMLs) and
minimum residual inhibition levels (MRILs)
The MML and MRIL technique used in the present study was previously developed

by Fournier et al. (2018). The stimulus is made of pulsed narrowband noises (1 octave

width). However, the pulsed sequence used here differs slightly from the one used in

Fournier and collaborators: the ramped continuous stimulus has a fixed-rise time of
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1.5 s and fall time of 2s (Fig. 2) instead of a more abrupt rise and fall time used

previously. This was done in order to deliver a more comfortable stimulation to

the ears of the participants. Masker thresholds (MT), MMLs and MRILs were

obtained during the same sequence presentation as follows: firstly, the ramped stim-

ulus was presented binaurally at infra threshold levels and raised by 2dB steps until

the participants detected the narrowband noise (MT). Secondly, the level was raised

by 3dB steps until the tinnitus was masked during the stimulus presentation (MML)

(Fig. 2). Thirdly, the level of the stimulus was further raised by 2 or 3dB steps until

the tinnitus was suppressed during the silent interval, between the fall time of the

previous ramp and the rise time of the next ramp (MRIL). The maximum intensity

of each stimulus did not exceed 96dB SPL and all participants were asked to report at

any time if the stimulus intensity caused discomfort. In the cases where this level was

reached, the ongoing sequence was immediately stopped and we skipped directly to

another frequency masker. Four different one octave width narrowband noises were

used. The narrowband noise masker centered at 1kHz was used as a reference for all

participants. The second frequency masker was around the middle of the hearing loss

slope, the third was at the characteristic frequency of the tinnitus of each participant,

and the fourth was white noise. Hearing loss slope is an analogy of a ski slope: in

some cases of sensorineural hearing loss (c.f. presbycusis) the hearing deficit repre-

sented on the audiogram resembles a slope that is characterized by ascending thresh-

olds as the frequency increases. If the participants did not exhibit any hearing loss

time
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FIG. 2

Schematic representation of the pulsed stimulation used in the present study. The continuous

stimulus has a fixed-rise time of 1.5s and fall time of 2s. There is an apparent silent gap

between each pulse. The MML is obtained by raising the intensity of the pulsed noise until the

tinnitus is masked during the peak of the stimulation. The MRIL is obtained by further

increasing the intensity until the tinnitus is just suppressed during the silent interval between

two pulses. The red line represents the loudness of the tinnitus decreasing as the intensity of

the stimulation increases. RI, residual inhibition; MML, minimum masking level; MRIL,

minimum residual inhibition level.
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slope, the 4kHz narrowband noise masker was arbitrarily used as the HL slope fre-

quency. For a subgroup of the tinnitus participants (n¼10, Table 1), the MML and

MRIL measurements were performed for both the tinnitus and an external sound

mimicking tinnitus (e.g. similar frequency and intensity). For example, a participant

with tinnitus at 4kHz and 7dB SL as measured in the pitch-matching and loudness-

matching tasks was first tested for all the MML and MRIL conditions with the tin-

nitus as the target. Afterward, the participant was tested again but with an external

sound set at the same loudness and pitch as his tinnitus. In his case, this would be a

4kHz pure tone presented continuously at 7dB SL. This external pure tone was thus

the new target for all the MML and MRIL conditions. This allowed a within group

comparison of the MMLs and MRILs: MMLs and MRILs when the tinnitus was the

target compared to that when an external sound mimicking tinnitus was the target.

The external sound mimicking tinnitus was always a pure tone regardless of the tin-

nitus type that best matched the tinnitus in the matching task. For the control group, a

continuous 4kHz pure tone set at 10dB SL was presented continuously in order to

mimic as closely as possible a real tinnitus sensation in terms of pitch (Schecklmann

et al., 2012) and loudness (Fournier et al., 2019; Goodwin and Johnson, 1980; Hallam

et al., 1985; Tyler and Conrad-Armes, 1984). The simulated tinnitus signal was pre-

sented without interruption through headphones during the entire session of the psy-

choacoustic measurements for the CG (e.g, the MT, the MMLs, the MRILs) and only

during the session when the simulated tinnitus was tested for the tinnitus subgroup

(MMLs and MRILs). For the control group, the MT, the MML and MRIL measure-

ments were obtained with the same narrowband noises as the ones presented for the

tinnitus group: narrowband noises with a center frequency fixed at 1kHz (reference),

4kHz (target frequency), 8kHz (reference) and white noise. As the control partici-

pants were included in the study only if they presented normal hearing, the frequency

of the hearing loss slope was replaced by a reference frequency at 8kHz. For brevity,

the within conditions of the tinnitus group are abbreviated as RT-TG and ST-TG

throughout the article which stands for Real Tinnitus—Tinnitus Group for the for-

mer, and Simulated Tinnitus—Tinnitus Group for the latter. As the control group

was only presented with a simulated tinnitus, only one abbreviation is used:

ST-CG which stands for Simulated Tinnitus—Control Group.

In addition, all of these measures were performed with the narrowband maskers

presented diotically (same sound perceived in both ears) and dichotically (by revers-

ing the signal delivered in each ear, simply by multiplying the left signal by�1). The

objective was to compare diotic and dichotic MMLs and MRILs in order to assess

which method would be the most efficient, that is, requiring the lowest level of stim-

ulation. Each participant underwent every measure twice (diotic and dichotic) and all

conditions were randomized.

2.3.4 Visual analog scales
Visual analog scales (VAS) of tinnitus intensity were used during the procedure for

the tinnitus group. The scales were 100mm horizontal lines with the left and right

extremes labeled, “very faint” and “very loud,” respectively. Participants were re-

quired to give a first estimation of the intensity of their tinnitus at the beginning
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of the testing session before any sound was presented. Participants were asked to use

this VAS only when partial residual inhibition was obtained in a condition. This

happened 22 times corresponding to 14% of all MRIL conditions (n¼160).

2.4 Procedure
The experimental testing first started with a brief assessment of the medical history

of each participant, as well as a qualitative description of their tinnitus, for the tin-

nitus participants. The aim of the study and an exhaustive explanation of the proce-

dure was shared with all participants. All participants gave oral and written consent

for their participation. Tinnitus participants were then asked to fill out a question-

naire regarding their tinnitus, their possible medical treatments if applicable, the

presence of any hearing impairments and their overall distress regarding tinnitus.

Hearing thresholds were first measured for all participants, controls and tinnitus par-

ticipants. For the tinnitus group, pitch matching and loudness matching were then

performed. The tinnitus participants were asked to rate the loudness of their tinnitus

on a visual analog scale (VAS) before any other sound was presented. For the control

group, the participants were presented a continuous 4kHz pure tone at an audible

level. The intensity was then gradually decreased by 1dB steps until the participant

reported the sound to be just inaudible. The experimenter increased the signal 10dB

louder and informed the participant that the simulated tinnitus was set and would be

played continuously until the experiment was over. The MT, MML and MRIL mea-

surements using either a narrowband noise centered at one of three frequencies

(1kHz, 4 and 8kHz for the CG, 1kHz, HL slope and tinnitus frequency for the

TG) or white noise began in a random order and all four frequencies were assessed

diotically and dichotically in one sitting for all participants in both groups. The MT,

MMLs and MRILs were measured until all the eight different configurations were

tested. For a subgroup of tinnitus participants (n¼10), the same frequency condi-

tions were tested again only in diotic presentation but for the simulated tinnitus as

the target, that is, with the presence of an external sound mimicking tinnitus. At

the end of the procedure, the results of the study were shared with the participants

and the tinnitus participants were given a copy of the most comfortable/efficient au-

dio sequence, if desired. The average time of the whole procedure was about 1h for

the control group and 1h and a half for the tinnitus group.

2.5 Statistical analysis
First, chi-square tests were run to determine if the proportion of achievable MMLs

and MRILs was significantly different between the two groups (TG vs CG) and

between the two target conditions (RT vs ST) for the tinnitus subgroup. For the

MMLs, chi-square analysis included Total MML and No MML as a within-subject

variable. For the MRILs, the Chi-square analysis included Total RI, Partial RI and

No RI as a within-subject variable. Partial residual inhibition was defined by a re-

duction of at least two data points on the visual analog scale after any given condition

10 Difference between residual inhibition and forward masking
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where total suppression of the tinnitus was not reached. In addition, all MML and

MRIL measures were converted from sound pressure levels (dB SPL) to sensation

levels (dB SL) by subtracting the masker thresholds at each frequency masker for

each participant. This was done in order to account for the hearing threshold differ-

ences at each of the tested frequencies and to reduce any bias that can emerge from

hearing threshold differences between tinnitus participants and normal hearing con-

trols. Before any parametric analysis was conducted, a thorough examination of the

normality of the distribution was tested thanks to Shapiro-Wilk tests. For any given

parametric analysis, the significance did not fall under P¼0.1 except for the distri-

butions of the control group at the reference frequency (control group distribution for

MMLs at reference frequency between diotic and dichotic P>0.005 and P>0.002,

respectively). In this case only, a non-parametric analysis was conducted in order to

respect statistical and scientific standards. It is important to note that the number of

participants differs across analysis because some participants did not display MMLs

and MRILs for all conditions. A repeated measures analysis of variance was

conducted to investigate different masker thresholds between the two study samples.

A mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used in order to assess group differ-

ences regarding the type of measure (MML and MRIL), the phase of the masker

(diotic and dichotic) and the target center frequency tested (HL slope, tinnitus fre-

quency and white noise). Another repeated measures analysis of variance was con-

ducted in order to further analyze the tinnitus subgroup only. The within subject

factors included the type of measure (MML andMRIL), the phase of the masker (dio-

tic and dichotic), the center frequency of the masker (HL slope, tinnitus frequency

and white noise) and the different target (the tinnitus and the mimicking sound).

Finally, a series of paired t-tests were conducted in order to precisely observe the

differences between diotic and dichotic maskers across every frequency tested for

each sample group.

3 Results
3.1 Individual examples

Fig. 3 displays eight individual examples including six tinnitus participants

(Tinnitus participant 01, 02, 03, 04, 05 and 06) and two controls (Control participant

01 and 02). The individual data of all participants, tinnitus and controls, are available

in the Supplementary material in the online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.

2020.08.010 section (Tinnitus: Supplementary Fig. 1 in the online version at https://

doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.2020.08.010, Controls: Supplementary Fig. 2 in the online

version at https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.2020.08.010). The hearing thresholds for

each ear, the MMLs and the MRILs are displayed for each example. The star repre-

sents the tinnitus frequency and loudness as measured psychoacoustically by a pitch

and loudness matching task. The tinnitus participant 01 was not tested with the sim-

ulated tinnitus target condition. For the control participants, the star represents the
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simulated tinnitus which was set by the experimenter at a frequency of 4kHz and at

an intensity of 10dB SL. The MMLs and MRILs that were tested but not achieved

were attributed an arbitrary value of 106dB.

The Tinnitus participant 01 presented a bilateral hearing loss typical of presby-

cusis from 2 to 8kHz with a tinnitus frequency measured at 8kHz and 4dB SL, which

is expected for this type of hearing loss. The lowest MMLs andMRILs were obtained

with the masker frequency centered at the tinnitus frequency, that is, 8kHz (4 and

13dB SL, respectively). In his case, the MML and the MRIL were tested but not

obtained with the masker centered at 1kHz. The tinnitus participant 02 displayed

a notch-type hearing loss centered at 6.5kHz. Interestingly, the tinnitus in this par-

ticipant was measured at the same frequency as the hearing notch loss, e.g. 6.5kHz,

and with an intensity of 27dB SL. In his case, MMLs and MRILs were obtained for

all three maskers with lower levels, in dB SL, for the maskers centered at the TF and

FIG. 3

The hearing thresholds, the MMLs and MRILs of eight participants: six tinnitus participants

(with four from the tinnitus subgroups) and two control participants. HT, hearing thresholds;

RE, right ear; LE, left ear; MML RT-TG, minimummasking levels for the real tinnitus target for

the tinnitus group only, MML ST, minimum masking levels for the simulated tinnitus target;

MRIL RT-TG, minimum residual inhibition level for the real tinnitus target for the tinnitus group

only; MRIL ST, minimum residual inhibition level for the simulated tinnitus target.
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the HL slope frequency. In addition, for this participant, the MML and MRIL were

generally lower for the real tinnitus target compared to the simulated tinnitus target.

The participants 03, 04 and 05 all displayed mild bilateral hearing loss with a tinnitus

frequency located in the hearing loss frequency region (8kHz for participant 03 and

04, 6.5kHz for participant 05). The intensity of the tinnitus was only a few decibels

above the threshold (10, 10 and 9dB SL, respectively) for all participants. In these

participants, the tinnitus and the simulated tinnitus targets were both more easily

masked and suppressed by the masker centered at the TF. In addition, it is clear

for participants 04 and 05 that the real tinnitus was more easily masked and sup-

pressed than the simulated tinnitus, that is, displayed lower levels of MML and

MRIL. Interestingly, Tinnitus participant 06 had no measurable hearing loss at stan-

dard clinical frequencies (0.125–8kHz) for both ears. He also had a 4.55kHz tinnitus
frequency measured at 5dB SL. He is the tinnitus example with the most similarities

with participants of the CG, that is, normal hearing thresholds at standard audiomet-

ric frequencies and a tinnitus very close to 4kHz. In his case, the lowest MML value

(10dB SL) was obtained for the frequency masker set at the tinnitus frequency and

the lowest MRIL (�18dB SL) was obtained for both 4kHz and the TF (4.5kHz)

maskers. For this tinnitus participant, the MMLs and MRILs were lower, in dB

SL, when the real tinnitus was the target compared to when the simulated tinnitus

was the target. All the controls behaved similarly during the task. As shown for Con-

trol participant 01 & 02, they had normal hearing thresholds at standard audiometric

frequencies for both ears. The MML and MRIL values were lower when the masker

frequency was centered at the simulated TF (e.g. 4kHz). Most participants also dis-

played some level of MML at other frequencies (1 and 8kHz) but their values were

much higher than for the masker frequency centered at TF. These masking curves

display a similar V-shape as expected with psychophysical tuning curves

(Fournier et al., 2019; Kluk and Moore, 2006; Moore and Alcántara, 2001). In ad-

dition, the MRIL was obtained with the masker centered at TF: no MRILs were

obtained with the 1kHz and 8kHz frequency maskers (this is why the values are dis-

played at 106dB). These results suggest that forward masking is even more bounded

by frequency selectivity than masking when an external sound is the target.

3.2 Distribution of MMLs and MRILs between groups
Table 2 presents the frequency distribution of achievable MMLs and MRILs for the

different stimulation conditions for both groups of participants. For the tinnitus

group, MMLs were obtained for all participants when the narrowband noise masker

was centered at the frequency of the hearing loss slope and white noise for both, dio-

tic and dichotic conditions. For the masker centered at the TF, MMLs were obtained

for all participants except one for the dichotic presentation only. The lowest propor-

tion of MMLs obtained in the tinnitus group was for the masker centered at the ref-

erence frequency (1kHz) where 14 and 13 out of 20 participants obtained a

measurable MML for the diotic and dichotic configurations, respectively.
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Table 2 Proportions of achievable MMLs and MRILs for each frequency masker conditions between the real tinnitus target for the tinnitus group
(n¼20) and the simulated tinnitus target for the control group (n¼20).

Type of
measure

Frequency of
masker

Tinnitus group—real tinnitus

Frequency of masker

Control group—simulated tinnitus

Chi-squaren n n n n n

MML Total MML No MML Total MML No MML P-value

Reference (1kHz) Reference (1kHz)

Diotic 14 6 18 2 n.s.

Dichotic 13 7 18 2 n.s.

HL slope Reference (8kHz)

Diotic 20 0 15 5 50.02

Dichotic 20 0 16 4 50.04

Tinnitus frequency Target frequency
(4kHz)

Diotic 20 0 20 0 n.s.

Dichotic 19 1 20 0 n.s.

White noise White noise

Diotic 20 0 20 0 n.s.

Dichotic 20 0 20 0 n.s.

Total: 146 (91%) 14 (9%) 147 (92%) 13 (8%) n.s.

MRIL Total MRIL Partial MRIL No MRIL Total MRIL Partial MRIL No MRIL P-value

Reference (1kHz) Reference (1kHz)

Diotic 8 1 11 1 0 19 <0.02
Dichotic 6 3 11 1 0 19 <0.02

HL slope Reference (8kHz)

Diotic 12 5 3 1 0 19 <0.001
Dichotic 13 4 3 3 0 17 <0.001

Tinnitus frequency Target frequency
(4kHz)

Diotic 11 4 5 18 0 2 50.03

Dichotic 14 3 3 18 0 2 n.s.

White noise White noise

Diotic 17 2 1 13 0 7 50.03

Dichotic 15 1 4 13 0 7 n.s.

Total: 96 (60%) 23 (14%) 41 (26%) 68 (42.5%) 0 92 (57.5%) <0.001

Significant P-values are in bold.
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For the control group, all the participants (n¼20) obtained MMLs when the

masker was centered at the target frequency (4kHz) and when using white noise

for both diotic and dichotic conditions. A large proportion of controls (18 out of

20) obtained MMLs when the masker was centered at 1kHz again for both phase

configurations. The lowest proportion of MMLs for the control group was obtained

with the masker centered at 8kHz with only 15 participants achieving MML (75%)

diotically and 16 participants (80%) dichotically. Overall, MMLs were obtained in

90% of all conditions for the tinnitus group and 91.8% for the control group, thus

yielding a similar proportion of MMLs between the two groups. The tinnitus group

displayed a significantly higher proportion of MML only for the HL slope frequency

condition for both diotic and dichotic presentations, X2(1,40)¼5.7, P¼0.017 value

and X2(1,40)¼4.4, P¼0.035, respectively.

For the MRILs, none of the stimulation conditions provided residual inhibition

for all the participants in any of the two groups. For the TG, the white noise condition

provided residual inhibition (partial and total RI merged) for 19 participants (95%) in

the diotic presentation and 16 in the dichotic presentation. Seventeen participants

(85%) obtained an MRIL when the NBN was centered at the HL slope frequency

in both diotic and dichotic conditions as well as at the tinnitus frequency in the dich-

otic configuration. Only 9 out of 20 participants (45%) obtained MRILs when the

center frequency of the masker was set at the reference frequency (1kHz), regardless

of the phase configuration of the masker.

For the control group, the highest proportion of RI (n¼18, 90%) was obtained

with the NBN masker centered at the target frequency (4kHz) in both phase config-

urations. The lowest proportion of control participants displayed residual inhibition

when the NBN was centered at the 1kHz and 8kHz reference frequencies with only

5% and 15% of participants displaying some level of inhibition at those frequencies,

respectively. At last, 13 participants of the control group (65%) exhibited some

extent of RI when the white noise stimulation was used, regardless of the phase

configuration of the masker.

Overall, MRILs (partial and total RI merged) were obtained in 74.3% of all

conditions for the tinnitus group but only 42.5% for the control group, suggesting

a strong discrepancy between the poststimulation suppression of tinnitus in the

TG and the poststimulation suppression of an external sound with similar character-

istics (pitch and loudness) in the CG. Indeed, the total proportion of MRIL was

significantly higher for the TG than for the CG, X2(1320)¼47.3, P<0.001. The pro-

portion of MRIL was significantly higher for the TG for almost all conditions with

the exception of the masker centered at the TF and the white noise for the dichotic

presentation only (Table 2).

3.3 Between subject’s effects
3.3.1 Threshold differences between TG and CG

A repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted on the noise masker

thresholds with the group as the between-subjects factor (TG, CG), and the center

frequency of the masker as the within-subjects factor (Reference, HL slope, tinnitus
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frequency and white noise). As expected, a significant interaction between Groups

and Frequency was found, [F(3,114)¼39.6, P<0.001,] which demonstrates the

differences in terms of thresholds between the normal hearing controls (CG) and

the tinnitus participants (TG). An illustration is available (Fig. 4A). The hearing

threshold mean values are available in Supplementary material in the online version

at https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.2020.08.010. A series of post hoc tests were

conducted in order to further investigate the interaction observed between the two

groups for each frequency tested. Despite the interaction observed above,

FIG. 4

(A) Hearing thresholds for the different maskers for the tinnitus group (TG) and the control

group (CG). (B) MMLs between the two targets (RT, real tinnitus; ST, simulated tinnitus) of the

two different groups (CG and TG) for three masker conditions. Only participants with

measurable MML at all three masker frequencies were included here. (C) MMLs and MRILs

between the TGwith the RT target and the CGwith the ST target for the two conditions with the

most measurable MMLs and MRILs across both groups. (D) Comparison of MML and MRIL

for the TG when the RT is the target for three masker conditions. (E) MMLs and MRILs

between the TGwith the RT target and the CGwith the ST target for all conditions including the

extreme values (No measurable MML and MRIL) for both groups. (F) MMLs and MRILs

between the two targets (ST vs RT) for the tinnitus subgroup for all masker conditions

including the extreme values (No measurable MML and MRIL). The error bars represent the

Standard Error of the Mean (SEM).
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independent sample t-tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons

showed significant differences for every frequency tested (all Ps<0.01).

3.3.2 MML differences between TG and CG
The analysis included the groups as the between-subjects factor (TG, CG), and

two within-subjects factors composed of the center frequency of the masker (HL

slope, tinnitus frequency, white noise) and the phase configuration of the masker

(diotic, dichotic). The 1kHz reference frequency masker condition was not included

in this analysis because it had a low proportion rate in the tinnitus group (Table 2).

A significant interaction between the Groups and Frequency was found [F(2,62)¼
15.05, P<0.001] (Fig. 4B). The MML mean values are available in Supplementary

material in the online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.2020.08.010. These

results comfort previous findings (Fournier et al., 2018) demonstrating minimal

MMLs when the masker frequency is centered at the tinnitus frequency and/or fre-

quencies of the hearing loss region for the TG. However, no significant effect of the

phase of the masker (diotic vs dichotic) was found [F(1,31)¼0.084, P¼0.77]. The

absence of the phase configuration effect was somewhat expected as we removed the

1kHz frequency masker condition from the analysis. No other significant interaction

was found.

3.3.3 MRIL differences between TG and CG
Since the proportion of MRILs in some frequencies was very low in the CG, we

analyzed the group differences of MMLs and MRILs only for the two masker

frequencies that encompassed a maximum proportion of participants for both groups

(namely, TF and WN). A repeated measures ANOVA that included the phase con-

figuration of the masker (diotic, dichotic), the type of measure (MML, MRIL) and

the center frequency of the masker (TF, WN) as the within-subjects factors, and the

groups as the between-subjects factor (TG, CG) was conducted. A significant inter-

action between the Groups and the Type of measure was found [F(1,23)¼90.95,

P<0.001], which demonstrates group differences in MMLs and MRILs between

TG and CG (Fig. 4C). The MML and MRIL mean values are available in Supple-

mentary material in the online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.2020.08.

010. Post hoc tests revealed a significant mean difference of �6.6dB (SD: 3.2)

for MML values between TG and CG when the masker was set to target the tinnitus

frequency [T(37)¼�2.01, P¼0.04] and a non-significant mean difference of 3.4dB

(SD: 2.9) when the masker was white noise [T(37)¼1.16, P¼0.25]. For the MRILs,

a significant mean difference of�31dB (SD: 3.9) and�22dB (SD: 3.2) between the

two groups was found when the center frequency was at the TF [T(31)¼�7.84,

P<0.001], and with white noise [T(27)¼�6.86, P<0.001], respectively. MRILs

were much higher for the control group when the frequency of the masker was cen-

tered at the tinnitus frequency (65.1dB SL for the CG vs 34.4dB SL for the TG), as

well as when the masker was white noise (63.5dB SL for the CG vs 41.6dB SL for
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the TG). Overall, these results show how MMLs and MRILs are obtained at higher

values when the target is an external sound mimicking tinnitus in the control group

compared to when a real tinnitus is the target in the tinnitus group. Interestingly,

these differences are significantly larger for the MRILs than for the MMLs.

In addition, an ANOVA that included the groups as the between-subjects factor

(TG, CG) and the type of measure (MML, MRIL) and the frequency of the masker

(Reference, HL slope, tinnitus frequency, white noise) as the within-subjects fac-

tors, was run for the diotic presentation only. All values were included even when

MML and MRIL were not achievable: in these cases, the value was set at 106dB

SL. A significant main effect of the type of measure was found [F(1,38)¼289.2,

P<0.001] as well as a significant main effect of the frequency of the masker

[F(3,114)¼61.9, P<0.001]. The difference between the two groups was also

significant, [F(1,38)¼18.4, P<0.001]. Importantly, there was a significant triple

interaction between the group, the measure and the frequency [F(3,114)¼4.2,

P¼0.008] (Fig. 4E). The MML and MRIL mean values are available in Supple-

mentary material in the online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.2020.08.

010. Post hoc tests corrected for multiple comparisons revealed only one signifi-

cant MML difference between the two groups for the HL slope frequency condition

[T(38)¼�4.9, P<0.001]. For the MRIL, post hoc tests corrected for multiple

comparisons revealed two significant differences between the two groups, one

for the white noise masker, [T(38)¼6.1, P<0.001] and the other for the HL slope

frequency masker, [T(38)¼6.8, P<0.001]. For the 1kHz reference masker, the

MRIL difference between the two groups was marginally significant after multiple

comparisons correction, [t(38)¼�2.7, P¼0.072].

3.4 Within subject’s effects
3.4.1 Distribution of MMLs and MRILs within a tinnitus subgroup

As mentioned earlier, a subgroup of 10 tinnitus participants (Table 3) was tested

with the MML and MRIL task but with a simulated tinnitus as the target (abbrevi-

ated as ST, an external sound at the tinnitus frequency and intensity), in addition to

the MML and MRIL task when their real tinnitus (RT) was the target (Fig. 4F). The

MML and MRIL mean values are available in Supplementary material in the online

version at https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.2020.08.010. We then compared the propor-

tion of total, partial or noMML andMRIL between the two target conditions (e.g. RT

vs ST), for each of the frequency masker conditions. For the MMLs, the distribution

was similar for both target conditions with all participants obtaining MML values for

the HL slope frequency masker, the tinnitus frequency masker and the white noise

masker. Seven participants out of 10 obtainedMMLs for the 1kHz frequency masker,

again, for both target conditions. Overall, MMLs were obtained in 92.5% of all con-

ditions for both targets (Table 3). The proportion of achievable MMLs between the

two targets was not significantly different for any of the frequency masker conditions

(all Ps>0.05).
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Table 3 Proportions of achievable MMLs and MRILs for each frequency masker conditions between the real tinnitus and the
simulated tinnitus as the target for the tinnitus subgroup (n¼10).

Type of
measure

Frequency of
masker

Real Tinnitus Simulated tinnitus

Chi-squaren n n n

MML Total MML No MML Total MML No MML P-value

Reference 7 3 7 3 n.s.

HL slope 10 0 10 0 n.s.

Tinnitus frequency 10 0 10 0 n.s.

White noise 10 0 10 0 n.s.

Total: 37 (92.5%) 3 (7.5%) 37 (92.5%) 3 (7.5%) n.s.

MRIL Total MRIL No MRIL Partial
MRIL

Total MRIL No MRIL Partial
MRIL

P-value

Reference 5 5 0 2 8 0 n.s.

HL slope 9 1 0 5 5 0 50.05

Tinnitus frequency 9 1 0 6 4 0 n.s.

White noise 10 0 0 5 5 0 50.01

Total: 33 (82.5%) 7
(17.5%)

0 18 (45%) 22 (55%) 0 <0.001

Significant P-values are in bold.
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For the MRILs, the two target conditions displayed very different distributions

across frequency masker conditions. Indeed, for the real tinnitus (RT) conditions,

MRILs were obtained for all participants when using the white noise masker and

for nine out of ten participants when using the HL slope frequency masker and

the TF masker. The lowest proportion of MRILs for this target condition was

obtained using the reference frequency masker with only 5 out of 10 MRILs

obtained in these participants. For the simulated tinnitus (ST) target conditions,

the proportion of MRILs across frequency conditions was quite low with only 6,

5, 5 and 2 participants achieving MRIL out of 10 participants for the TF, white

noise, HL slope and reference 1kHz masker, respectively. Overall, an MRIL was

found in 82.5% of all frequency masker conditions when the real tinnitus was

the target compared to 45% when the target was the simulated tinnitus, suggesting

again a strong discrepancy between the poststimulation suppression of tinnitus and

the poststimulation suppression of an external sound with similar characteristics

(pitch and loudness). The proportion of achievable MRILs was significantly higher

for the tinnitus target for the white noise masker and only marginally significant for

the HL slope frequency, X2(1,20)¼6.7, P<0.01 and X2(1,20)¼3.8, P¼0.05, re-

spectively. For all the frequency masker conditions merged, the proportion of

achievable MRILs for the tinnitus target was significantly higher than for the sim-

ulated tinnitus, X2(1,80)¼12.2, P<0.001.

3.4.2 Effect of the target to mask (RT and ST) on MMLs and MRILs of TG
In order to assess possible differences in MMLs and MRILs between the two

different targets, paired-sample t-tests were run for all conditions merged, that is

the conditions where MMLs and/or MRILs were obtained for both the real

tinnitus (RT) and the simulated tinnitus (ST) target conditions, (n¼35 and

n¼18 conditions, respectively) (Fig. 5A). For the 35 conditions with measurable

MMLs for both targets, a significant mean MML difference of 5.8dB (SD: 9.7)

was found between the two, [T(34)¼3.55, P¼0.001]. This result suggests that

tinnitus is more easily maskable (e.g. requires a lower level of masking) than an

external sound with similar characteristics, that is, similar pitch and loudness.

For the 18 conditions with measurable MRILs for both targets, a significant mean

MRIL difference of 14.8dB (SD: 15.2) was found between the two, [T(17)¼2.64,

P<0.001] (Fig. 5A). This result suggests that tinnitus is more easily suppressed,

that is, MRIL requires a lower level of stimulation than the level required to

produce a similar phenomenon for an external sound with similar characteristics.

Overall, these results suggest that masking and RI are more difficult to obtain

(e.g. require higher levels of stimulation) when the target is an external sound in

comparison to a real tinnitus in a single patient. Finally, for the 18 conditions with

measurable MRILs for both target conditions, there were good correlations between

the MMLs and the MRILs (Fig. 5B) for both targets (RT and ST).
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FIG. 5

(A) Sound level difference in MML and MRIL between the two targets (real tinnitus vs

simulated tinnitus) for the tinnitus subgroup when all maskers conditions are merged and for

the tinnitus frequency masker only. Only conditions where MMLs were obtained in the two

target configurations were included here. This is also true for the MRILs. (B) Correlations

between the MMLs and theMRILs for both targets for the tinnitus subgroup. Only measurable

MRILs for both target conditions were considered here. The error bars represent the standard

error of the mean (SEM).
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3.4.3 Effect of frequency on MMLs and MRILs of TG and of TG subgroup
A repeated measures ANOVA that included the phase of the masker (diotic,

dichotic), the type of measure (MML, MRIL) and the frequency of the masker

(HL slope, tinnitus frequency, white noise) was conducted for when the tinnitus

was the target only (n¼12). This analysis was run only on participants with mea-

surableMMLs andMRILs at those masker frequencies. A significant main effect of

the type of measure was found [F(1,11)¼73.51, P<0.001] as well as a significant

main effect of the frequency of the masker [F(2,22)¼5.51, P<0.01]. Post hoc tests

revealed significant mean differences between each frequency and each type of

measure. MMLs and MRILs were minimal when the noise was centered at the tin-

nitus frequency in comparison to the other frequencies tested (all Ps<0.001) which

confirms previous work (Fournier et al., 2018) (Fig. 4D). The MML and MRIL

mean values are available in Supplementary material in the online version at

https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.pbr.2020.08.010. A masker centered at the tinnitus fre-

quency showed significantly (P<0.001) lower MMLs than other frequency

conditions. This was also true for the MRILs (P<0.001). The white noise config-

urations showed significantly lower MMLs and MRILs (P<0.001) compared to a

masker centered at the hearing loss slope frequency. These results suggest that the

closer the frequency of the masker is to the tinnitus frequency, the lower the inten-

sity of the stimulation is required to successfully mask and suppress the tinnitus.

However, there was no significant effect of the different phase configurations of

the masker [F(1,11)¼0.25, P¼0.63].

In addition, a repeated measures ANOVA that included the type of measure

(MML, MRIL), the type of target (RT, ST) and the frequency of the masker

(Reference, HL slope, tinnitus frequency, white noise) for the diotic presentation

only was run on the tinnitus subgroup. All values were included even when MML

and MRIL was not achievable: in these cases, the value was set at 106dB SL.

A significant main effect of the type of measure was found [F(1,9)¼67.1,

P<0.001] as well as a significant main effect of the frequency of the masker

[F(3,27)¼18.5, P<0.001] and a main effect of the target [F(1,9)¼49.1, P<0.001].

In addition, a significant interaction between the target and the measure was found

[F(1,9)¼23.4, P¼0.001] (Fig. 4F). Post hoc tests corrected for multiple comparisons

revealed only significant mean MRIL differences for the white noise [t(9)¼�5.3,

P<0.001] and for the HL slope frequency [t(9)¼�3.7, P¼0.005] conditions. There

were no significant differences for the MMLs.

3.5 Diotic vs dichotic phase configurations
As seen above, the phase configurations of the masker were always kept as a within

subject factor in every statistical analysis. Still, none of the analysis revealed a sig-

nificant main effect or interaction involving the different phase configurations.

Fig. 6A displays the individual achievable MMLs between the diotic and dichotic

conditions for all conditions merged for both groups, that is when the target is the

tinnitus for the tinnitus group (RT-TG, n¼71) and when the target is the simulated
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tinnitus for the control group (ST-CG, n¼73). The correlations between the diotic

and dichotic phase configurations were really high for both, the RT-TG (R2¼0.82)

and the ST-CG (R2¼0.94). Fig. 6B displays the individual achievable MRILs for

all conditions merged between the diotic and dichotic conditions for both groups,
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FIG. 6

Individual achievable MMLs (A) and MRILs (B) between the diotic and dichotic conditions for

all conditions merged for both groups, that is when the target is the tinnitus for the tinnitus

group and when the target is the simulated tinnitus for the control group.
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that is when the target is the tinnitus for the tinnitus group (RT-TG, n¼54) and when

the target is the simulated tinnitus for the control group (ST-CG, n¼33). The cor-

relation between the diotic and dichotic phase configurations was high for the RT-TG

(R2¼0.85) and fair for the ST-CG (R2¼0.68). The mean MML difference between

the diotic and dichotic phase configurations for all the merged conditions was of

0.7dB (SD: 6.8) and 0.2dB (SD: 4.5) for the RT-TG and the ST-CG, respectively.

The mean MRIL difference between the diotic and dichotic phase configurations for

all the merged conditions was of 0.4dB (SD: 6.2) and 0.1dB (SD: 4.8) for the RT-TG

and the ST-CG, respectively (paired sample t-test, all Ps>0.3). Overall, no signif-

icant differences were found between the diotic and dichotic conditions for either the

RT-TG or the ST-CG. The good correlations between the two-phase configuration

conditions suggest a good within session reliability for the MML and the MRIL

measurements.

4 Discussion
The main objective of the present study was to explore the differences between the

poststimulus suppression of tinnitus and of an external sound with similar character-

istics (frequency and loudness). These phenomena refer to residual inhibition for the

former, and forward masking for the latter. To our knowledge, differentiating the two

phenomena experimentally in humans has never been attempted before. This was

done by using a new technique developed at our laboratory to measure residual in-

hibition, that is, the minimum residual inhibition level (Fournier et al., 2018). This

technique used pulsed narrowband noise stimulation with fixed stimulation duration

(�3s) and gap duration (�1s) that allows to measure the level of stimulation re-

quired to produce suppression of tinnitus during the gap of silence. The MRIL

can be measured with different frequency maskers quickly and can give indication

about the best frequency to stimulate in order to produce residual inhibition, that is,

the frequency masker that will produce the lowest MRIL in dB SL. For the tinnitus

participants, we thus used this technique when the tinnitus was the target to measure

the minimum level of a masker required to produce 1s of residual inhibition (MRIL).

In addition, we also used the same technique but when an external sound mimicking

tinnitus characteristics (frequency and loudness) was the target in both, a subgroup of

tinnitus participants and a control group in order to measure the level required to pro-

duce forwardmasking suppression of a similar duration. This way, we are able to first

compare if the suppression of tinnitus and of the external sound is similarly achiev-

able and if so, if they are equally distributed between frequency masker conditions.

Finally, we could assess if they are achieved at a similar or different level of stim-

ulation across frequency masker conditions.

Overall, the results showed that MRIL was more achievable for tinnitus than for

an external sound mimicking tinnitus for both within group comparisons (tinnitus vs

simulated tinnitus for the TG) and between group comparisons, that is, tinnitus as

the target for the tinnitus group vs the simulated tinnitus for the control group.
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Some extent of RI was achievable in 74% (14% partial RI and 60% complete RI) of

the cases when tinnitus was the target for the tinnitus group compared to 45% and

43% (complete RI only, no partial RI) of the cases when the target was an external

sound for the tinnitus subgroup and the control group, respectively. In addition, for

the control group, MRIL was achievable almost exclusively for the frequency

masker centered at the target frequency and the white noise. Conversely, when

tinnitus was the target, MRIL was achievable for at least 85% of all tinnitus partic-

ipants for most frequency maskers with the exception of the 1kHz reference masker,

which displays a lower proportion close to 45% of achievable MRILs. This result is

consistent with previous studies showing that residual inhibition is more efficient

when the masker is at or close to the tinnitus frequency region (Fournier et al.,

2018; Roberts et al., 2006, 2008). These results also suggest that, similar to tinnitus

masking, the residual inhibition of tinnitus has a lower frequency selectivity com-

pared to the poststimulus suppression of an external sound. Moreover, the pulse noise

level required to reach residual inhibition was significantly lower for the tinnitus tar-

get than for the external sound target, for both the TG and the CG. Indeed, the mean

level difference was close to 30dB between the tinnitus target of the TG and the sim-

ulated tinnitus of the CG, and close to 15dB between the two targets for the tinnitus

subgroup (the lower difference in TG likely results from hearing loss and cochlear

recruitment). In summary, these results suggest a strong discrepancy between the

poststimulation suppression of tinnitus (RI) and the poststimulation suppression of

an external sound (forward masking). These results and their implications will be

discussed in turn.

4.1 Implications for the mechanisms of tinnitus
4.1.1 Frequency selectivity of the suppression
The phenomenon of tinnitus masking (TM) and residual inhibition (RI) of tinnitus

are two ways to investigate how external sounds interact with tinnitus: TM provides

insight on the fusion between external sound activity and tinnitus related activity

while RI provides insight on how the external sound might suppress the tinnitus

related activity for a period of time.Masking of an external sound can be summarized

as the interaction or the fusion of the activity produced by the masker and the signal.

Indeed, in this case, the interaction in play is highly constrained by the “place” where

each component resides at the cochlear level in a way that when the frequency of the

masker and the signal are far apart, the masking becomes no longer possible (or at

very high levels of stimulation). In this case, the fusion of the masker and the signal is

not achieved. This feature is also true for forward masking with the specificity that

the interaction is made more durable in the form of a postactivation suppression of

the neural activity. Indeed, forward masking has also been shown to be bounded by

frequency selectivity (Oxenham and Plack, 2000). Tinnitus does not abide by these

rules, as a 1kHz external masker is able to mask and in some cases even suppress an

8kHz tinnitus during a certain period of time. As seen in our results, close to none of
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our controls (5%) obtained MRIL when the target to suppress was not encompassed

in the bandwidth of the masker. However, a fair proportion of the tinnitus participants

exhibited a form of RI when the masker was centered outside the region of their

tinnitus with 45% when it was centered at the reference frequency (1kHz) and

85% when centered at the hearing loss slope frequency. The fusion between the

tinnitus-related activity and the activity generated by the masker is not located at

the cochlear level, nor at the level of the acoustic nerve, as it is only a “neural copy”

of the activity generated in the cochlea. Thus, the interaction must reside at a higher

level in the auditory centers. One might ask what happens in the auditory centers?

From what we can say for sure: the activity related to the presentation of the masker

is sculpted by the cochlea and is rendered quite shallow (the spreading of the tono-

topic activity depends on the intensity). However, the tinnitus related activity is

unknown despite the fact that tinnitus usually displays a predominant pitch. The

present study suggests that the neural network underlying tinnitus can be altered

by almost any frequency. We could speculate that the inter-frequency connections

of the central auditory system are aberrantly strong when in the presence of tinnitus

and that any frequency is able to interact with the network in its whole. Another pos-

sibility (non-exclusive of the previous one) could be that tinnitus is underlain by the

activity of neurons that are not selective in frequency. In other words, by neurons that

can integrate auditory information originating from a large band of frequencies and

may be located in the extra lemniscal system (Fournier et al., 2019; Møller, 2007;

Møller et al., 1992).

Moreover, if we take into account the protocol used on the control group, and

likewise the tinnitus subgroup (ST-CG and ST-TG), we modeled what may be con-

sidered as a tone-like peripheral tinnitus. Indeed, by presenting a continuous pure

tone with similar characteristics to tinnitus (pitch and loudness), we were able to pro-

duce an ongoing peripheral neural activity (a ringing) that lasted during the whole

session of testing. One may consider this activity to be similar to peripheral

tinnitus-related activity, as the information is triggered in the periphery, and main-

tained in the auditory centers, as would be expected of peripheral tinnitus-related

activity. When our participants were set in these configurations, the target was nearly

impossible to suppress, and if so, the level required to generate the suppression was

twice the level needed to suppress a real tinnitus sensation in these same participants.

If these assumptions are validated, the prevalence of residual inhibition failure may

represent the prevalence of peripheral-like tinnitus subtype which was reported to be

around 15–30% of all tinnitus cases (Fournier et al., 2018; Roberts et al., 2008;

Vernon and Meikle, 1981). If this is true, RI may be the key element needed to dis-

tinguish tinnitus subtypes in patients, as the presence of RI would suggest central

tinnitus, and the absence of RI would suggest peripheral tinnitus. In the sample tested

here, all the tinnitus participants exhibited residual inhibition in multiple frequency

masker conditions suggesting that they may all have central tinnitus subtype. The

prevalence of MRIL in a larger tinnitus cohort using a similar methodology should

definitely be attempted.
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4.1.2 Duration of the suppression
The main obvious difference between residual inhibition and forward masking have

been previously noted by Feldmann (1984), he wrote: “It turns out that, in masking of

tinnitus, there is often a considerable period of forward masking, in some cases 100

times as long as the corresponding effect in the stimulus versus-stimulus situation

[when an external sound is the target]. It is called residual inhibition of tinnitus.”

He concluded that: “In masking of tinnitus the masking effect often extends consid-

erably beyond the duration of the masking stimulus.” His assumptions and

observations were confirmed as many studies showed long-lasting effects of RI rang-

ing from a few seconds to hours and, in the rarest cases, days after the cessation of a

brief loud acoustic stimulation (Fournier et al., 2018; Hazell and Wood, 1981;

Vernon and Meikle, 1981). In contrast, from what is known of forward masking,

no experimental conditions have ever found a forward masking duration exceeding

a delay of more than 200ms (Moore, 2012). We can speculate that external sounds

can deeply modify the neural activity flowing through the entire tinnitus-related

network and that the tinnitus-related activity within the network may take some time

to recover. In the case of an external sound, there is a constant physical source of

energy (or “force”) that is provided to the auditory system which then accounts

for the very limited duration of forward masking. For tinnitus, on the other hand,

tinnitus-related activity is internally generated via complex mechanisms involving,

among others, balance between excitation and inhibition and connectivity

(Eggermont and Tass, 2015; Noreña, 2011). Therefore, once the network has been

perturbed (by an external sound, for instance), without any “driving force” it may

require some time for the network to regain his initial (tinnitus) state with the asso-

ciated tinnitus-related activity. The mechanisms accounting for RI duration are still

unclear. If tinnitus is caused by hypersynchrony (Eggermont and Tass, 2015; Noreña

and Farley, 2013; Roberts, 2007), it is possible that the higher the connectivity is

within the tinnitus network the smaller the duration of RI may be. Therefore, a sound

stimulation specifically designed to reduce the synchrony might increase RI dura-

tion. Moreover, such stimulation has been advocated and used as a sound therapy

for tinnitus (Adamchic et al., 2017; Tass et al., 2012, 2019). If, on the other hand,

tinnitus results from hyperactivity, RI duration may depend on the duration it takes

for spontaneous activity to be restored at the tinnitus (hyperactive) level after a

prolonged exposure to sound has decreased it. One notes that the two mechanisms

are not exclusive from each other.

Overall, the differences in frequency selectivity and duration between forward

masking of an external sound and residual inhibition of tinnitus suggests that these

two phenomena are supported by different physiological mechanisms. It is impor-

tant to note that they still share some common properties. For example, in both

cases, the duration of the suppression expands with the increase of the masker

level: the rate of recovery of forward masking increases as the intensity of the

masker increases (Moore and Glasberg, 1983) and RI is proportional to the masker

intensity (e.g., the recovery time of the tinnitus increases with increasingmasker level)
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(Terry et al., 1983). Still, we found here that the level to trigger residual inhibition

was far lower than the one required to trigger forward masking. They are also both

affected by the duration of the masker: the amount of forward masking increases

with increasing masker duration (Kidd and Feth, 1982; Zwicker, 1984) and residual

inhibition duration increases linearly with the log of the masker duration (Terry

et al., 1983).

Interestingly, the participants also reported a totally different experience for

residual inhibition than for forward masking. Indeed, many controls and tinnitus

participants reported a short delay in the detection of the simulated tinnitus signal

in the silent interval for forward masking. The delay extended as the intensity of

the masker increased; the appearance of the target sound was shifted more and more

with the increase in intensity of the masker. This continued until the signal was

delayed to the point where the controls could no longer hear the signal in the silent

interval, or only a very brief “beep” before the next ramp of the sequence. In contrast,

none of the tinnitus participants reported such perception when their real tinnitus was

the target. In fact, some of them reported a gradual decrease of their tinnitus intensity

as the intensity of the masker increased, or at least a certain “faintness” of their per-

cept after the cessation of the acoustic stimulation. In itself, this shows how forward

masking and residual inhibition are experienced in a very different fashion: the for-

mer is a delay or shift in the appearance of a fixed intensity target tone, a delay that

expands with the increase of the masker level and the latter is a decrease in tinnitus

intensity with the increase of the masker level.

4.2 No phase configurations effect: diotic vs dichotic
A secondary objective of the present research was to explore the effect of the phase

configuration of the masker on the MML and the MRIL for both groups and both

targets: the tinnitus and the simulated tinnitus. This was done with the goal of dis-

tinguishing between different tinnitus subtypes: for peripheral tinnitus subtype a

MML difference would be expected while, for central tinnitus, no effect would be

expected. Overall, across all the maskers tested here, no phase configuration effect

was found for masking and poststimulation suppression for both groups. For tinnitus

as the target, we can only compare the present MML results with previous ones, as

there are, to our knowledge, no reports of the effect of phase configurations on

residual inhibition. For MMLs, the current results are surprising given the previous

studies on diotic and dichotic masking of tinnitus (Johnson and Hughes, 1992;

Searchfield et al., 2016; Tyler and Stouffer, 1991) and emphasizes on the variability

of tinnitus sensations across individuals. It is, however, difficult to compare our

results to these studies, given the fact that no statistical analysis was conducted in

these earlier reports. Still, according to the study conducted by Johnson and

Hughes (1992), we should have observed lower MMLs in the dichotic configurations

of our procedure. In fact, this observation led them to suggest that tinnitus could

emerge from the auditory periphery. An explanation for the discrepancy between

their results and ours could reside in the difference between the stimuli: they used
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large broadband noise (bandwidth of >9000Hz) while we used narrowband noises

(1 octave bandwidth). Even so, our large broadband noise condition (e.g. the white

noise condition) did not show diotic and dichotic differences at group level. Further-

more, their masking level differences (MLD) were maintained with increasing center

masker frequency whereas our absence of effect was conserved across all masker

frequencies tested (Johnson and Hughes, 1992). On the other hand, the study by

Tyler and Stouffer (1991) showed more variable results, but the time-delayed

condition in their study had little effect for a majority of participants (less than

5dB difference). It seems our results comfort the conclusion given by this study.

It is important to note that most participants in the present study reported a

marked preference for the dichotic masker. Whether these reports are influenced

by the detailed description of the study beforehand to all the participants is unknown,

but a similar reaction was reported in the clinical trial conducted by Searchfield et al.

(2016). Furthermore, the change in the phase of the stimuli was clearly recognized by

a number of participants during the experiment for two frequency masker conditions:

the reference frequency (1kHz) and the white noise. A common particularity of these

two maskers is the presence of energy residing in the low frequency spectrum. This

could be due to the fact that our auditory system uses inter-aural time differences

(ITDs) more efficiently for sounds in the lower frequency spectrum (Moore,

2012), or because greater effects of BMLD have been associated with lower fre-

quency ranges, below 1500Hz (Colburn and Durlach, 1978). However, despite

the reports given by the participants of a clear distinction made between diotic

and dichotic phase configurations for these maskers, we did not observe greater

effects of the phase on MML and MRIL for these two maskers. One potential expla-

nation for this lack of effect could be that the frequency of the target signal to be

masked and suppressed was in fact exceeding the limit for BMLD as described

by Colburn and Durlach (1978). This is the most likely explanation since it has been

shown that forward masking BMLD usually occurs only for low-frequency signals

(Buss and Hall III, 2011; Yama, 1992; Yost and Walton, 1977). For both groups and

both conditions, the target was always �4kHz. For the control group, the target was

always a 4kHz tone and for the tinnitus group, no participants had a pitch matching

value lower than 4kHz. We can thus speculate that for the external sound target con-

dition, the frequency of the target was too high for BMLD to have an effect on the

level of forward masking in the task. One can speculate that the absence of effect

when the tinnitus was the target is due to similar reasons. Still, it could be interesting

to replicate this study with tinnitus participants displaying a lower tinnitus frequency

as assessed by pitch matching and a lower simulated tinnitus (�1000Hz) for the con-

trol group. Various reports of lower tinnitus pitch have been found in patients who

suffer fromMeniere’s disease (Nodar and Graham, 1965; Perez-Carpena et al., 2019;

Vernon et al., 1980). They may be ideal candidates for this task. On the three studies

who have explored the effect of phase configurations of the maskers on MML when

tinnitus is the target, two have not measured and/or reported the tinnitus pitch of their

participants (Johnson and Hughes, 1992; Tyler and Stouffer, 1991) and one tested

tinnitus participants with only high frequency tinnitus (Searchfield et al., 2016).
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4.3 Differences between the present study and that of
Fournier et al. (2018)
The ramped sequence used here differentiated itself from the one used in the study of

Fournier et al. (2018) in different ways: (1) the rise and fall time of our sequence were

fixed at 1.5 and 2s, respectively (2) the looped sequence was made so that the inten-

sity was ever changing throughout the time course of the loop and (3) the peak time as

well as the silence time (when the intensity falls back to 0) was only a fraction of a

second. This was done in order to deliver a more comfortable stimulation to the ears

of the end users. This also means that the sequence is always stimulating the lis-

teners’ ears and that the silent gap is only apparent due to infra-threshold activity.

This pseudo-continuous stimulation might potentiate the inhibition of tinnitus: this

might explain why all tinnitus participants achieved residual inhibition in at least one

condition of the present study (100%) in comparison to a lower prevalence in pre-

vious ones (87% for Fournier et al., 2018; 75% for Vernon and Meikle, 1981;

66% for Roberts et al., 2008). In addition, this type of stimulation might also have

been optimal to measure forward masking as the time delay generated by this phe-

nomenon rarely exceeds 200ms (Moore, 2012) and that the apparent silent gap was

only a fraction of a second. In addition, as the level of the masker increased, the

slopes of the rise and fall times increased leading to an “apparent gap” duration de-

crease: some of the infra-threshold activity should have become suprathreshold ac-

tivity with the increase in masker level thus reducing the apparent duration of the

silent gap. This could explain why forward masking was present only at high

intensity levels for the external sound target: as the gap was reduced with increasing

levels of the masker and, coincidentally, the forward masking duration was also

increased by the increase of the masker level, the disappearance of the target tone

happened only at the masker level where the duration of the delay was equal to

the duration of the silent gap. Using the original method developed by Fournier

et al. (2018) with pulse noise of short rise and fall times and a silent gap duration

of 1s would probably have resulted in the impossibility of measuring any suppres-

sion of an external sound target during the gap as the duration of the silent gap would

have exceeded the maximum forward masking time delay of 200ms. The original

technique may be thus more suited to differentially diagnose different tinnitus sub-

types but conversely be less suited to measure forward masking.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, by using a novel method designed to measure the minimum level of

residual inhibition (MRIL), the current study showed that poststimulation suppres-

sion of tinnitus is clearly different from poststimulation suppression of an external

sound with similar characteristics (pitch and loudness). When tinnitus was the tar-

get, there was a high proportion of achievable MRIL for almost every masker

frequency. Conversely, when an external sound was the target, MRIL was
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achievable only for the masker frequency that encompassed the frequency of the

external sound target. These results suggest that all the tinnitus participants of

the current study displayed central tinnitus subtype. We believe that MRIL

measurements should be used routinely as a diagnostic test for tinnitus in clinics.

As previously stated (Fournier et al., 2018), this technique is faster than the previ-

ous classical method for measuring residual inhibition (Vernon, 1977) and could

possibly discriminate between peripheral and central tinnitus subtypes. The diag-

nostic value of MRIL should be tested on larger cohorts of tinnitus patients with

different etiologies.
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